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Repsol is a multi-energy company present throughout the value chain. From
exploration, production, and refining to new energy research, development, and
marketing, we bring efficient, sustainable, and competitive energy to millions of
people.
We are present in 31 countries, distributing and selling our products across 90
countries with a diverse and multidisciplinary team comprising more than 25,000
people of 84 nationalities worldwide.
In the United States, Repsol has exploration and production assets in the Gulf of
Mexico, the Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania, the Eagle Ford Shale in South Texas,
the North Slope in Alaska and the Trenton-Black River in New York.
With hard work, talent, and enthusiasm, Repsol is working to build a better future
through the development of smart energy solutions.
REPSOL’S CULTURE OF SAFETY
Repsol promotes a positive culture
of safety, seeking to achieve optimal
performance in all operations,
protecting the people, facilities and
environment around it. We believe in
providing high quality and effective
safety awareness communication and
training for emergency responders in the
communities where we work.
OUR PIPELINES
In our New York and Pennsylvania
operations, we produce methane,
a clean, odorless, colorless natural
gas. We find it in geologic formations
ranging from 6,000 to 12,000 feet deep.

Methane is highly flammable. Our
main method of safely transporting it is
through pipelines.
Our natural gas pipelines are made
of durable materials that meet or
exceed the specifications set by state
and federal regulations. Ranging from
2- to 20- inches in diameter, coated
or wrapped to prevent damage, they
carry natural gas to large, interstate
transmission pipelines. Most of our
lines are buried, although we do
operate some above-ground facilities
and valves. Our pipeline are monitored
by Repsol employees to ensure their
integrity, and include emergency
shutdown valves throughout our
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Changes may occur. Contact Repsol to discuss
their pipeline systems and areas of operation.

pipeline network. We also maintain
a damage prevention program in
accordance with state and federal
guidelines.
WANT TO HELP?
Pipeline accidents are rare, but the
leading cause of pipeline damage is
third-party excavation. It helps if those
living and working near pipelines protect
against unauthorized excavations or
other destructive activities by reporting
concerns on unusual or unsafe activity
to the pipeline operator or police.
DID YOU KNOW?
Heavy equipment, such as logging
trucks, and recreational vehicles, such
as ATVs, can damage pipeline right-ofways by leaving deep ruts. This may
compromise the pipeline. Avoid driving
on pipeline right-of-ways, and don’t
use them for recreation.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE
If you are called to respond to an incident at one of our pipelines, please follow these important guidelines:
DO:
• Report the emergency, including type (leak, fire, rupture) and location to Repsol at 1-800-530-5392
• Secure the site, control access and evacuate people, if necessary
• Wait for instructions from a Repsol employee
• Allow Repsol employees access to the site, and work with them to control the situation
• Stay upwind and be aware of potential gas migration and secondary fires
• Preserve the scene for future incident investigation
DON’T:
• Introduce an ignition source, such as automobile engines, cell phones, portable compressors
• Enter the site until a Repsol representative arrives and describes operating procedures
• Fight pipeline fires, except under the direct supervision of Talisman personnel
• Operate pipeline valves
• Enter areas that may contain deadly hydrogen sulfide (H2s). If a foul odor, similar to rotten eggs, is noticeable, H2s may be
present. However, since H2s quickly causes you to lose your sense of smell, H2s detection equipment is necessary. If in doubt,
do not proceed without proper protection.
• Attempt to rescue someone who is down without appropriate respiratory protection and any other necessary personal protective
equipment.
As local public safety officials and emergency responders, you play an important role in helping Repsol safeguard the public, our
pipelines and facilities. Repsol appreciates the work you do in helping to keep our community safe!

If you would like more information about our facilities and procedures, please contact:
Repsol
Emergency calls, 24/7: 1-800-530-5392
General information: 1-866-566-4747
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